Course Review: McKenzie River Golf Club
We have noted elsewhere on this website that Don
has a great gift/knack/habit/propensity for hitting
major landmarks on the left. These include Interstate 5 in Woodburn and Highway 20 in Stayton,
among others. So with the namesake McKenzie
River adjacent left down the entire sixth fairway at
the McKenzie River Golf Club, let’s get this report
out of the way up front: yes, Don splashed a ball
into the river.
McKenzie River is a 9-hole regulation length course
located near the burg of Walterville, just up Highway
126 a ways from Springfield. We played McKenzie
River in mid-August 2011, part of that year’s Golf
Week where we played two courses a day in greater
Eugene.
Nestled between the McKenzie River and the Cascade Mountains, the golf course was reasonably
groomed during our visit, though you got the impression things had been let go a bit. You can’t help
but enjoy the setting, which includes trees on both
sides of virtually every fairway and at least a partial
view of the river on seven of the nine holes.
There are just two sets of tees at McKenzie River;
the white tees measure 2765 yards, the reds about
400 yards less. McKenzie River plays to a par of 35,
there are two par 5s, plus three par 3s. Again, every
hole has trees, so if you whack it right or left too far,
you’re in trouble. There’s no OB unless you actually
go off the course (or in the river), but if you end up
in an adjacent fairway your options are limited for
getting back.

McKenzie River is just hard enough to challenge you
both physically and mentally. The physical challenge
simply comes from needing to stay straight. Do that
consistently, and you can shoot a good score here.
But the course will tease your mind with its relatively
short par 4s, three of which are 310 or under. There’s
temptation to hit driver — a nice, straight drive and
you’re hitting a wedge into some pretty well-receiving greens. But most of us can’t hit perfectly straight
drives on command. A 3-wood or even hybrid off the
tee and then a mid-iron onto the dance floor is frequently the smarter play, but Bubba Watson never
does that, right? That’s the beauty and challenge of
McKenzie River apart from its physical attractions.
It’s very much a risk vs. reward layout, and a good
lesson in course management.
We walked McKenzie River easily. The No. 2 green
and No. 3 tee box are elevated, but otherwise the
course is pretty flat. In addition to all of the trees,
bunkers guard most of the greens. As noted, these
are greens you can putt aggressively, as there’s not
much break and they aren’t particularly fast.
A couple of other notes. Locals will tell you that McKenzie River is just far enough up in elevation that
if the weather is iffy in Eugene/Springfield, it may
be considerably better at the Walterville course.
It’s also chock full of wildlife, if you keep your eyes
peeled. And, don’t forget, if you hook some big summer steelhead lunker out of the McKenzie and find a
red Callaway inside it, Don would like his ball back.

